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South African Urban Change Three Decades After Apartheid 2021-06-10 this book provides an
analysis of south african urban change over the past three decades it draws on a seminal text homes
apart and revisits conclusions drawn in that collection that marked the final phases of urban apartheid
it highlights changes in demography social as well as economic structure and their differential spatial
expression across a range of urban sites in south africa the evidence presented in this book points to
a very complex set of narratives in urban south africa and one that cannot be reduced to a singular
statement so the conclusions of the various investigations are in many ways open as urban apartheid
represented one clear outcome its post apartheid urban legacies varies greatly from city to city as
such this book is a great resource to students and academics focused on urban change in south
african cities since the demise of apartheid and scholars of urban policy making in south africa and
southern urbanists generally
Youth In South Africa 2021-05-05 south africa is characterised by a youthful population and the
challenges and possibilities that characterise the young generation are both warning signs and
beacons of hope for a nation founded on social justice youth in south africa agency in visibility and
national development takes stock of the nation s development as it affects young people authors offer
both personal and professional insights into the ways in which the youth navigate their own pathways
to adulthood these include formal and informal engagements with politics as well as protest un
employment entrepreneurship education religion experiences with sexuality and violence and a
multitude of other life experiences contributors paint a picture of the initiative agency and resilience
of the youth as well as the challenges before them authors also identify the state of waithood faced
by those unable to make the transition out of youth into full adulthood as a result of their socio
economic circumstances and political context by engaging these experiences and insights and



primarily informed by the inputs of young people the authors highlight the limitations of existing
youth policies and frameworks the case is made for policy instruments to be informed by the lived
experiences of the youth as they navigate a complex macrosocial environment and by the messages
the youth communicate about the limitations of current approaches
The De-Africanization of African Art 2021-08-12 this book argues for a radical new approach to
thinking about art and creativity in africa challenging outdated normative discourses about africa s
creative heritage africanism which is driven by a traumatic response to colonialism in africa has an
almost unshakable stranglehold on the content stylistics and meaning of art in africa post african
aesthetics insists on the need to move beyond this counter colonial self consciousness and
considerably change re work and enlarge the ground principles and mission of artistic imagination
and creativity in africa this book critiques and dismantles the tropes of africanism and afrocentrism
providing the criteria and methodology for a post african art theory or post african aesthetics
grounded initially in essays by denis ekpo the father of post africanism the book then explores a
range of applications and interpretations of post african theory to the art forms and creative practices
in africa with particular reference to south africa this book will be of interest to researchers across the
disciplines of art literature media studies cultural anthropology and african studies
Anchored in Place 2018-11-05 tensions in south african universities have traditionally centred
around equity particularly access and affordability historical legacies such as apartheid and
colonialism and the shape and structure of the higher education system what has not received
sufficient attention is the contribution of the university to place based development this volume is the
first in south africa to engage seriously with the place based developmental role of universities in the
international literature and policy there has been an increasing integration of the university with place



based development especially in cities this volume weighs in on the debate by drawing attention to
the place based roles and agency of south african universities in their local towns and cities it
acknowledges that universities were given specific development roles in regions homelands and
towns under apartheid and comments on why sub national place based development has not been a
key theme in post apartheid higher education planning given the developmental crisis in the country
universities could be expected to play a more constructive and meaningful role in the development of
their own precincts cities and regions but what should that role be is there evidence that this is
already occurring in south africa despite the lack of a national policy framework what plans and
programmes are in place and what is needed to expand the development agency of universities at
the local level who and what might be involved where should the focus lie and who might benefit
most and why is there a need perhaps to approach the challenges of college towns secondary cities
and metropolitan centers differently this book poses some of these questions as it considers the
experiences of a number of south african universities including wits pretoria nelson mandela
university and especially fort hare as one of its post centenary challenges
Can Themba 2022-03-30 mahala s biography gives insight into the life and writing of can themba
1924 1967 an iconic figure of the south african literary world and drum journalist who died in exile
this rich and absorbing biography of can themba iconic drum era journalist and writer is the definitive
history of a larger than life man who died too young siphiwo mahala s intensive and often fresh
research features unprecedented archival access and interviews with themba s surviving colleagues
and family mahala s biography takes a critical historical approach to themba s life and writing giving a
picture of the whole man from his early beginnings in marabastad to his sombre end in exile in
swaziland the better known elements of his life his political views passion for teaching and mentoring



family life and his drinking are woven together with an examination of his literary influences and the
impact of his own writing especially his famous short story the suit on modern african writers in turn
mahala a master storyteller deftly follows the threads of themba s dynamic life showcasing his
intellectual acumen scholarly aptitude and wit along with his flaws contradictions and heartbreaks
against a backdrop of the sparkle and pathos of sophiatown of the 1950s can themba s successes and
failures as well as his triumphs and tribulations reverberate on the pages of this long awaited
biography the result is an authoritative and entertaining account of an often misunderstood figure in
south africa s literary canon
Public Relations Management in Africa Volume 2 2023-07-19 this two part volume the first of its kind
examines current pedagogical modules and research directions in public relations and communication
management identifying emerging issues driving the practice in africa in comparison to its western
and asian counterparts literature on public relations management in africa is limited and much of it is
examined through the lenses of western philosophies and pedagogies failing to reflect africa s
socioeconomic political and cultural contexts this project aims to change that albert volume 2 brings
together african scholars moving beyond organizational impact to share the wider theoretical and
practical perspectives on the practice of public relations on the continent within its cultural global and
technological milieu through conceptual discussions and empirical analyses this volume shows how
africa is gradually coming out of the shadows of the western world by building a body of knowledge
the reflects the nature of public relations management on the continent chapters cover how public
relations contributes to strategic management in africa health communication and public relations
management strategic management of issues as well as the implications of the fourth industrial
revolution for public relations practice in africa



Last Outpost on the Zulu Frontier 2016-04-15 small and isolated in the colony of natal fort napier was
long treated like a temporary outpost of the expanding british empire yet british troops manned this
south african garrison for over seventy years tasked with protecting colonists the fort became even
more significant as an influence on and reference point for settler society graham dominy s last
outpost on the zulu frontier reveals the unexamined but pivotal role of fort napier in the peacetime
public dramas of the colony its triumphalist colonial themed pageantry belied colonists s worries
about their own vulnerability as dominy shows the cultural political and economic methods used by
the garrison compensated for this perceived weakness settler elites married their daughters to
soldiers to create and preserve an english speaking oligarchy at the same time garrison troops
formed the backbone of a consumer market that allowed colonists to form banking and property
interests that consolidated their control
The Origin and Growth of Geography as a discipline at South Africa Universities 2016-09-20 the
publication provides the first comprehensive text that reflects on a century of the development of
geography as an academic discipline at south african universities the book showcases a broad and
textured review of south africa s geography departments their staff members their times and the
different geographies they engaged in the book lays thefoundation from which more expansive
individual departmental histories can be written in the future
Subjectivity, Language and the Postcolonial 2017-11-10 in subjectivity language and the
postcolonial hannah botsis draws on theoretical work that exists at the intersection of critical social
psychology sociolinguistics and the political economy of language to examine the relationships
between language subjectivity materiality and political context the book foregrounds the ways in
which the work of bourdieu could be read in conjunction with poststructural theorists such as butler



and derrida to offer a critical understanding of subjectivity language and power in postcolonial
contexts this critical engagement with theorists traditionally from outside of psychology allows for a
situated approach to understanding the embodied and symbolic possibilities and constraints for the
postcolonial subject this exploration opens up how micro politics of power are refracted through
ideological categories such as language race and class in post apartheid south africa also drawing on
the empirical findings of original research undertaken in the south african context on students
linguistic biographies the book offers a unique perspective critical social theory is brought to bear on
the empirical linguistic biographies of postcolonial subjects offering insight into how power is
negotiated in the postcolonial symbolic economy ideal for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate
students on courses including social psychology sociolinguistics sociology politics and education this
is an invaluable resource for students and researchers alike
The Stolen Bible 2016-08-09 the stolen bible analyses southern african receptions of the bible from
its arrival in imperial dutch ships in the mid 1600s through to the post apartheid period of south
african democracy reflecting on how a tool of imperialism becomes an african icon
Rock | Water | Life 2020-03-20 in rock water life lesley green examines the interwoven realities of
inequality racism colonialism and environmental destruction in south africa calling for environmental
research and governance to transition to an ecopolitical approach that could address south africa s
history of racial oppression and environmental exploitation green analyzes conflicting accounts of
nature in environmental sciences that claim neutrality amid ongoing struggles for land restitution and
environmental justice offering in depth studies of environmental conflict in contemporary south africa
green addresses the history of contested water access in cape town struggles over natural gas
fracking in the karoo debates about decolonizing science the potential for a politics of soil in the call



for land restitution urban baboon management and the consequences of sending sewage to urban
oceans
Teaching and Learning Difficult Histories in International Contexts 2017-08-07 grounded in a critical
sociocultural approach this volume examines issues associated with teaching and learning difficult
histories in international contexts defined as representations of past violence and oppression difficult
histories are contested and can evoke emotional often painful responses in the present teaching and
learning these histories is contentious yet necessary for increased dialogue within conflict ridden
societies reconciliation in post conflict societies and greater social cohesion in long standing
democratic nations focusing on locations and populations across the globe chapter authors
investigate how key themes including culture identity collective memory emotion and multi
perspectivity historical consciousness distance and amnesia inform the teaching and learning of
difficult histories
Traditional Leaders in a Democracy 2019-03-31 post 1994 south africa s traditional leaders have
fought for recognition and positioned themselves as major players in the south african political
landscape yet their role in a democracy is contested with leaders often accused of abusing power
disregarding human rights expropriating resources and promoting tribalism some argue that
democracy and traditional leadership are irredeemably opposed and cannot co exist meanwhile shifts
in the political economy of the former bantustans the introduction of platinum mining in particular
have attracted new interests and conflicts to these areas with chiefs often designated as custodians
of community interests this edited volume explores how chieftancy is practised experienced and
contested in contemporary south africa it includes case studies of how those living under the
authority of chiefs in a modern democracy negotiate or resist this authority in their respective areas



chapters in this book are organised around three major sites of contest leadership land and law
Transformation of Archives and Heritage Education in Post-apartheid South Africa 2023-06-10
although there have been significant strides to transform the demographics of archive and museum
personnel develop new museums and heritage institutions and heritage training initiatives in post
apartheid south africa the eurocentric model of the archive museum and heritage sector has largely
remained intact despite the euphoria around the transformation of heritage in the beginnings of post
apartheid south africa it can be argued that the transformation of heritage institutions has been
superficial and cosmetic with the ideological foundation of the colonial archive and museum as well as
eurocentric modalities of heritage education remaining solid largely unmoved and under continuing
challenge this is the thrust of this book which reflects on the transformation of archives and museum
and heritage education in south africa and argues for meaningful transformation of the sector through
a decolonisation from its eurocentric mooring
Food Security and Safety 2021-09-01 this book focuses on food security and safety issues in africa a
continent presently challenged with malnutrition and food insecurity the continuous increase in the
human population of africa will lead to higher food demands and climate change has already affected
food production in most parts of africa resulting in drought reduced crop yields and loss of livestock
and income for africa to be food secure safe and nutritious food has to be available well distributed
and sufficient to meet people s food requirements contributors to food security and safety african
perspectives offer solutions to the lack of adequate safe and nutritious food in sub saharan africa as
well as highlight the positive efforts being made to address this lack through a holistic approach the
book discusses the various methods used to enhance food security such as food fortification
fermentation genetic modification and plant breeding for improved yield and resistance to diseases



authors emphasize the importance of hygiene and food safety in food preparation and preservation
and address how the constraints of climate change could be overcome using smart crops as a
comprehensive reference text food security and safety african perspectives seeks to address
challenges specific to the african continent while enhancing the global knowledge base around food
security food safety and food production in an era of rapid climate change
Faith, Race and Inequality amongst Young Adults in South Africa 2022-07-04 for many young
south african adults often called born frees who were born just before or just after the demise of
political apartheid the ongoing realities of poverty and inequality bring to light the question of
whether they truly are free in contemporary south africa their lived experiences of poverty and
inequality seem to be in conflict with theologically laden concepts that remain prominent in social and
political life such as reconciliation forgiveness justice and restitution this leads to a bi directional
process of contesting and being contested by such notions and discourses furthermore in light of the
double legacy of both the church and youth as resisting injustice this publication seeks to explore the
many perspectives from which the christian faith race and inequality amongst youth can be brought
to light
Modern State Development, Capacity, and Institutions 2017-07-31 this book makes an important
original conceptual and theoretical contribution to our understanding of modern state development
the role of the state and the south african transition to democracy its focus on related concepts such
as state capacity political trust and tolerance adds to insights on the dynamics of political and
democratic transitions furthermore the selected focus areas as well as the comparative approach add
new insights into the peculiarities of the south african transition state development state capacity and
state institutions its focus on societal dynamics and state society relations is a significant contribution



Actinobacteria: Diversity and Biotechnological Applications 2018-02-01 actinobacteria diversity and
biotechnological applications new and future developments in microbial biotechnology and
bioengineering a volume in the series new and future developments in microbial biotechnology and
bioengineering series offers the latest on the biotechnology of kingdom actinobacteria covering
unique niches like their endosphere rhizospheric soil and contaminated sites etc the book also covers
the bioactive secondary metabolites obtained from actinobacteria and describes the application of
microorganism actinobacteria in plant growth promotion and in environmental cleanup finally the
book describes the biocontrol aspects of actinobacteria and how they can control fungal
phytopathogens and the production of secondary metabolites includes an overview of all types of
actinobacteria source and enzymatic activity lists various bioengineering methods for the production
of these enzymes reviews numerous industrial applications of actinobacteria i e crop improvement
removal of heavy metals etc offers unique coverage of the application of actinobacteria in
bioremediation processes explores the plant growth promoting potential of endophytic actinobacteria
describes biosynthetic potential genes associated with actinobacterial genome
Smart Cities and Smart Spaces: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2018-09-07 as
populations have continued to grow and expand many people have made their homes in cities around
the globe with this increase in city living it is becoming vital to create intelligent urban environments
that efficiently support this growth and simultaneously provide friendly and progressive environments
to both businesses and citizens alike smart cities and smart spaces concepts methodologies tools and
applications is an innovative reference source that discusses social economic and environmental
issues surrounding the evolution of smart cities highlighting a range of topics such as smart
destinations urban planning and intelligent communities this multi volume book is designed for



engineers architects facility managers policymakers academicians and researchers interested in
expanding their knowledge on the emerging trends and topics involving smart cities
一橋ビジネスレビュー　2016 Wintet（64巻3号） 2016-12-09 特集 構造転換の全社戦略 特集にあたって 青島矢一 軽部大 特集論文 t 事業立地の戦略論 三品和
広 特集論文 u 抜本的構造転換の企業戦略 佐藤文昭 特集論文 v コーポレート スピンオフを通じた事業構造の転換 吉村典久 特集論文 w 良い失敗とコミュニケーション 清水勝彦 特別
寄稿 知的機動力を練磨する 野中郁次郎 アフリカから見たＴＩＣＡＤ 廣木重之 技術経営のリーダーたち 第29回 ヒューマン オリエンテッドな車づくりをめざす 藤原清志 マツダ株式会
社 専務執行役員 経営を読み解くキーワード コーポレートガバナンス コード 内田大輔 新連載 クリエイティビティの経営学 第1回 ひらめきを生み出すのは ワイガヤ か それとも ひと
りの時間 か 稲水伸行 連載 ビジネスモデルを創造する発想法 第2回 良い模倣と悪い模倣 井上達彦 ビジネス ケース 東洋紡 抜本的企業改革の推進 藤原雅俊 青島矢一 ビジネス ケース
ＩＢＪ 婚活 ブームと市場創造 ベンチャー企業による業界再興の軌跡 織田由美子 マネジメント フォーラム magnify life というビジョンの下でまだ見ぬメガネの未来を考え抜く
田中 仁 株式会社ジェイアイエヌ 代表取締役社長 インタビュアー 米倉誠一郎 私のこの一冊 構造改革を支える強靱な戦略思考 青島矢一 三枝匡 ザ 会社改造 私のこの一冊 人生の転機に背
中を押してくれた経済書 佐藤信雄 宮崎義一 複合不況
African Activists in a Decolonising World 2023-02-28 as wars of liberation in africa and asia
shook the post war world a cohort of activists from east and central africa specifically the region
encompassing present day malawi zambia uganda and mainland tanzania asked what role they could
play in the global anticolonial landscape through the perspective of these activists ismay milford
presents a social and intellectual history of decolonisation and anticolonialism in the 1950s and 1960s
drawing on multi archival research she brings together their trajectories for the first time
reconstructing the anticolonial culture that underpinned their journeys to delhi cairo london accra and
beyond forming committees and publishing pamphlets these activists worked with pan african and
afro asian solidarity projects cold war student internationals spiritual internationalists and diverse
pressure groups milford argues that a focus on their everyday labour and knowledge production
highlights certain limits of transnational and international activism opening up a critical albeit less
heroic perspective on the global history of anticolonial work and thought



Yearbook of International Organizations 2014-2015, Volumes 1a & 1b (Set) 2014-06-16 volume 1 a
and b covers international organizations throughout the world comprising their aims activities and
events
Crowdfunding and Sustainable Urban Development in Emerging Economies 2018-02-28 economic and
societal systems continually evolve as the needs and demands of society change with the
development of new technologies research and discoveries various opportunities emerge for venture
development and developing economies crowdfunding and sustainable urban development in
emerging economies provides innovative research on current issues in the rise of new platforms for
digital activities a collaborative economy crowdsourcing crowdfunding and other activities that are
shaping developing countries highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as infrastructure finance
tertiary educational institutions and urban sustainability this book is an important resource for
academicians practitioners researchers and students
Advancements in the Understanding of Anthropogenic Impacts on the Microbial Ecology
and Function of Aquatic Environments 2022-02-24 rediscover the diversity of modern african
literatures with this authoritative resource edited by a leader in the field how have african literatures
unfolded in their rich diversity in our modern era of decolonization nationalisms and extensive
transnational movement of peoples how have african writers engaged urgent questions regarding
race nation ethnicity gender and sexuality and how do african literary genres interrelate with
traditional oral forms or audio visual and digital media a companion to african literatures addresses
these issues and many more consisting of essays by distinguished scholars and emerging leaders in
the field this book offers rigorous deeply engaging discussions of african literatures on the continent
and in diaspora it covers the four main geographical regions east and central africa north africa



southern africa and west africa presenting ample material to learn from and think with a companion
to african literatures is divided into five parts the first four cover different regions of the continent
while the fifth part considers conceptual issues and newer directions of inquiry chapters focus on
literatures in european languages officially used in africa english french and portuguese as well as
homegrown african languages afrikaans amharic arabic swahili and yoruba with its lineup of lucid and
authoritative analyses readers will find in a companion to african literatures a distinctive rewarding
academic resource perfect for undergraduate and graduate students in literary studies programs with
an african focus a companion to african literatures will also earn a place in the libraries of teachers
researchers and professors who wish to strengthen their background in the study of african literatures
A Companion to African Literatures 2021-03-22 this handbook contributes with new evidence and new
insights to the on going debate on the de colonization of knowledge on urban planning in africa
african cities grew rapidly since the mid 20th century in part due to rising rural migration and rapid
internal demographic growth that followed the independence in most african countries this rapid
urbanization is commonly seen as a primary cause of the current urban management challenges with
which african cities are confronted this importance given to rapid urbanization prevented the due
consideration of other dimensions of the current urban problems challenges and changes in african
cities the contributions to this handbook explore these other dimensions looking in particular to the
nature and capacity of local self government and to the role of urban governance and urban planning
in the poor urban conditions found in most african cities it deals with current and contemporary urban
challenges and urban policy responses but also offers an historical overview of local governance and
urban policies during the colonial period in the late 19th and 20th centuries offering ample evidence
of common features and divergent features as well on a number of facets from intra urban racial



segregation solutions to the relationships between the colonial power and the natives to the
assimilation policy as practiced by the french and portuguese and the indirect rule put in place by
britain in some or in part of its colonies using innovative approaches to the challenges confronting the
governance of african cities this handbook is an essential read for students and scholars of urban
africa urban planning in africa and african development
Routledge Handbook of Urban Planning in Africa 2019-10-28 the african economic outlook 2017
presents the continent s current state of affairs and forecasts its situation for the coming two years
African Economic Outlook 2017 Entrepreneurship and Industrialisation 2017-05-22 cover title
copyright contents preface introduction and rationale 1 the view of south african youth before
feesmustfall 2 were the 2015 student protests a revolution 3 what the 2015 protests actually were
and how they were possible 4 ikhohlisan ihlomile fmf students engagement with power and their
ideological differences 5 can south africa s declining economy inspire student led new revolution 6
youth s declining news consumption levels and ideologically divided media 7 youth s polysemic
interpretation of the anc regime and the limits of the new revolution 8 youths declining participation
levels in the public sphere the constraints of new revolution 9 conclusion fmf protests will not lead to
a revolution per se at least not yet but to wide ranging reforms references index
#FeesMustFall and Youth Mobilisation in South Africa 2017-07-14 through investigatory reports and
interviews jonathan jansen reveals the structural conditions for chronic dysfunction in a sample of
south african universities he reveals the political economy at work and the intense competition for
resources on campuses he also provides interventions for these fragile institutions why do some
universities seem to be in a constant state of turmoil and dysfunction jonathan jansen explores the
root causes of chronic instability in a sample of south african universities through scrutiny of



investigatory reports and interviews with more than 100 university managers and government
officials jansen finds that at the heart of the dysfunction in universities is an intense and sometimes
deadly competition for resources especially on campuses located in impoverished communities it is
not the lack of institutional resources but their concentration in a university that draws a mix of
corrupt actors from local politicians and taxi operators to members of council and management into a
never ending run on the material such as money for infrastructure and symbolic namely graduation
certificates for sale assets of these institutions jansen argues that the problem won t be solved
through investments in capacity building alone because the combination of institutional capacity and
institutional integrity contributes to serial instability in universities jansen makes an important
intervention to understanding the root causes and offers interventions to produce stabilities such as
the depoliticisation of university councils and appointing academics of integrity and capacity in the
management and leadership of these fragile institutions this groundbreaking and long overdue study
will offer a promising way forward for universities to better serve their communities and the country
more broadly
Corrupted 2023-02 in its last decades the apartheid regime was confronted with an existential threat
while internal resistance to the last whites only government grew mandatory international sanctions
prohibited sales of strategic goods and arms to south africa to counter this a global covert network of
nearly fifty countries was built in complete secrecy allies in corporations banks governments and
intelligence agencies across the world helped illegally supply guns and move cash in one of history s
biggest money laundering schemes whistleblowers were assassinated and ordinary people suffered
weaving together archival material interviews and newly declassified documents apartheid guns and
money exposes some of the darkest secrets of apartheid s economic crimes their murderous



consequences and those who profited heads of state arms dealers aristocrats bankers spies
journalists and secret lobbyists these revelations and the difficult questions they pose will both allow
and force the new south africa to confront its past
Apartheid Guns and Money 2019-03-01 urban political ecology in the anthropo obscene interruptions
and possibilities centres on how to organize anew the articulation between emancipatory theory and
political activism across its theoretical and empirical chapters written by leading scholars from
anthropology geography urban studies and political science the book explores new political
possibilities that are opening up in an age marked by proliferating contestations sharpening socio
ecological inequalities and planetary processes of urbanization and environmental change a
deepened conversation between urban environmental studies and political theory is mobilized to
chart a radically new direction for the field of urban political ecology and cognate disciplines what
could emancipatory politics be about in our time what does a return of the political under the aegis of
equality and freedom signal today in theory and in practice how do political movements emerge that
could re invent equality and freedom as actually existing socio ecological practices the hope is to
contribute discussions that can expand and rearrange critical environmental studies to remain
relevant in a time of deepening depoliticization and the rise of post truth politics urban political
ecology in the anthropo obscene will be of interest to postgraduates established scholars and upper
level undergraduates from any discipline or field with an interest in the interface between the urban
the environment and the political including geography urban studies environmental studies and
political science
Urban Political Ecology in the Anthropo-obscene 2018-12-07 with input from authors exploring
aspects of the study of childhood from a multi disciplinary angle explorations of childhood s is a must



read book for anyone with an interest in the child and childhood
Explorations of Childhood 2019-01-04 human movement has an influence on the socio economic
dynamics of people regions and countries the schisms between host and immigrants impact how host
countries utilize immigrant skills and expertise to benefit their economies however immigrants are
impacted by negative diplomatic relations between countries that limit the free movement of people
and the welfare of immigrants in association this brings about social challenges such as afrophobia
racism xenophobia hatred and violence within these countries while these challenges are deeply
rooted across the world africa has its own unique challenges still struggling with massive
underdevelopment africa needs to remove all the negative factors that could impede its quest of
achieving development imperatives impact of immigration and xenophobia on development in africa
analyzes the genesis and evolution of immigration in africa and how this has resulted in social
challenges such as xenophobia within the continent the book focuses on demonstrating how
immigrant skills and expertise can be positively utilized to assist african development and asserts the
existence of xenophobia in respective countries does not assist africa s quest of resolving its own
challenges the chapters within this book therefore explore how this subsequent output of xenophobia
has impacted african development and focuses on the revival of pan africanism as a uniting
instrument and ideology for africans this book is a valuable reference tool for activists retired and
practicing politicians governments policymakers practitioners stakeholders researchers students and
academicians
Impact of Immigration and Xenophobia on Development in Africa 2020-12-25 drawing on
theories of whiteness stigma identity formation and identity work this monograph aims to explore the
ways in which racial categories continue to structure the lives of professionals of colour in south africa



using a bourdieusian lens it draws on personal narratives of professionals in the fields of accounting
engineering and industrial psychology examining how stigma and whiteness continue to constrain
their identity development in the public professional and personal spaces they inhabit examining the
unique post apartheid situation of south africa this book will be valuable reading to scholars
interested in the intersection of race professions and organisation
Whiteness and Stigma in the Workplace 2022-08-24 this book explores the student discontent a year
after the start of the 2015 south african feesmustfall revolt feesmustfall the student revolt that began
in october 2015 was an uprising against lack of access to and financial exclusion from higher
education in south africa more broadly it radically questioned the socio political dispensation resulting
from the 1994 social pact between big business the ruling elite and the liberation movement the 2015
revolt links to national and international youth struggles of the recent past and is informed by black
consciousness politics and social movements of the international left yet its objectives are more
complex than those of earlier struggles the student movement has challenged the hierarchical top
down leadership system of university management and it s double speak of professing to act in
workers and students interests yet entrenching a regressive system for control and governance
university managements while on one level amenable to change have also co opted students into
their ranks to create co responsibility for the highly bureaucratised university financial aid that stands
in the way of their social revolution this book maps the contours of student discontent a year after the
start of the feesmustfall revolt student voices dissect colonialism improper compromises by the
founders of democratic south africa feminism worker rights and meaningful education in depth
assessments by prominent scholars reflect on the complexities of student activism its impact on
national and university governance and offer provocative analyses of the power of the revolt



Fees Must Fall 2016-10-01 this edited collection offers a comparative approach to the topic of
multiculturalism including different authors with contrasting arguments from different philosophical
traditions and ideologies it puts together perspectives that have been largely neglected as valid
normative ways to address the political and moral questions that arise from the coexistence of
different cultures in the same geographical space the essays in this volume cover both historical
perspectives taking in the work of hobbes tocqueville and nietzsche among others and contemporary
eastern and western approaches including marxism anarchism islam daoism indian and african
philosophies
Philosophies of Multiculturalism 2016-09-01 the globalization of internationalization is a timely text
which gives voice to emerging perspectives as an increasing range of countries engage in the process
of internationalization the pressure to internationalize cannot be ignored by institutions anywhere in
today s world yet the dominant paradigms in the conception of internationalization traditionally come
from the english speaking world and western europe this book sets out to offer alternative viewpoints
different dimensions and interpretations of internationalization in countries and regions whose
perspectives have received little attention to date provide food for thought and help to broaden
understanding of its application in alternative contexts combining diverse perspectives from around
the world this new volume in the internationalization in higher education series seeks answers to key
questions such as what are the main characteristics of internationalization viewed from different
cultural and regional backgrounds and how do they differ from traditional models such as in western
europe north america and australasia what issues in different global contexts have an impact on
internationalization processes what are the key challenges and obstacles encountered in developing
innovative and non traditional models of internationalization with contributions from world renowned



international authors and perspectives from countries and contexts seen only rarely in the literature
the globalization of internationalization offers distinctive overviews and insights while exploring a
range of thematic and regional issues arising from these considerations this will be essential reading
both as an academic resource and a practical manual for university leaders academics higher
education policy advisers and non governmental organizations which fund higher education
The Globalization of Internationalization 2017-01-20 taking care of the future examines the moral
dimensions and transformative capacities of education and humanitarianism through an intimate
portrayal of learners volunteers donors and educators at a special needs school in south africa and a
partnering uk based charity drawing on his professional experience of inclusive education in london
oliver pattenden investigates how systems of schooling regularly exclude and mishandle marginalized
populations particularly exploring how street kids and poverty afflicted young south africans
experience these dynamics as they attempt to fashion their futures by unpacking the ethical terrains
of fundraising voluntourism christian benevolence human rights colonial legacies and the post
apartheid transition pattenden analyzes how political economic and social aspects of intervention
materialize to transform the lives of all those involved
Taking Care of the Future 2018-03-06 ethnobotany includes the traditional use of plants in
different fields like medicine and agriculture this book incorporates important studies based on
ethnobotany of different geographic zones the book covers medicinaland aromatic plants
ethnopharmacology bioactive molecules plants used in cancer hypertension disorders of the central
nervous system and also as antipsoriatic antibacterial antioxidant antiurolithiatic the book will be
useful for a diverse group of readers including plant scientists pharmacologists clinicians herbalists
natural therapy experts chemists microbiologists ngos and those who are interested in traditional



therapies
Ethnobotany 2018-12-07 to some christianity and hip hop seem antithetical not so in kenya there
the music of julius owino aka juliani blends faith and beats into a potent hip hop gospel aimed at a
youth culture hungry for answers spiritual material and otherwise mwenda ntarangwi explores the
kenyan hip hop scene through the lens of juliani s life and career a born again christian juliani
produces work highlighting the tensions between hip hop s forceful self expression and a pious
approach to public life even while contesting the basic presumptions of both in the street is my pulpit
ntarangwi forges an uncommon collaboration with his subject that offers insights into juliani s art and
goals even as ntarangwi explores his own religious experience and subjective identity as an
ethnographer what emerges is an original contribution to the scholarship on hip hop s global impact
and a passionate study of the music s role in shaping new ways of being christian in africa
The Street Is My Pulpit 2016-05-15
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